Self-localization and object tracking are key technologies for human-robot interactions. Most previous tracking algorithms focus on how to correctly estimate the position, velocity, and acceleration of a moving object based on the prior state and sensor information. What has been rarely studied so far is how a robot can successfully track the partially observable moving object with laser range finders if there is no preanalysis of object trajectories. In this case, traditional tracking algorithms may lead to the divergent estimation. Therefore, this paper presents a novel laser range finder based partially observable moving object tracking and self-localization algorithm for interactive robot applications. Dissimilar to the previous work, we adopt a stream field-based motion model and combine it with the Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF) to predict the object goal directly. This algorithm can keep predicting the object position by inferring the interactive force between the object goal and environmental features when the moving object is unobservable. Our experimental results show that the robot with the proposed algorithm can localize itself and track the frequently occluded object. Compared with the traditional Kalman filter and particle filter-based algorithms, the proposed one significantly improves the tracking accuracy.
Introduction
Navigation in a static environment is essential to mobile robots. The related research topics consist of self-localization, mapping, obstacle avoidance, and path planning [1] . In a dynamic environment, it becomes interactive navigation including leading, following, intercepting, and people avoidance [2] . The major concern of following is how to track and to follow moving objects without getting lost. In this scenario, the robot should be capable of tracking, following, self-localization, and obstacle avoidance in a previously mapped environment. Following and obstacle avoidance are the problems of decision making while object tracking and robot localization are the problems of perception. A good perception system improves the accuracy of decision making. Robots with the ability of object tracking can accomplish complex navigation tasks easier. In this paper, we focus on object tracking and robot localization for interactive navigation applications.
In the previous work, most tracking algorithms aim at correctly estimating the position, velocity, and acceleration of moving objects based on the object motion model, sensor model, sensor data at time t and states estimated at time t − 1, [3] . For example, the Kalman filter with a constant velocity model and/or a constant acceleration model can be used to track moving objects with the linear sensor model [4] . However, the object motion models are usually nonlinear in the real world. Moreover, the object states are usually with non-Gaussian probability distribution so that the Kalman filter with one-hypothesis is poor in the accurate prediction of object motion. A more feasible solution is adopting the particle filter for object tracking. With this, the objects with the nonlinear state transitions, non-Gaussian probability distribution, and multihypotheses can be tracked with higher accuracy although the price is high computational complexity [5, 6] . SLAMMOT uses scan matching and EKF with a laser range finder to simultaneously estimate the robot position, map, and states of moving objects [7] . Furthermore, the local grid-based SLAMMOT adopts incremental scan matching to reduce the computational complexity and improve the reliability in dynamic environments [8] . SLAMIDE can also estimate the robot position, map, and states of moving objects as SLAMMOT. However, SLAMIDE does not need to categorize objects into dynamic and static ones with reversible data association [9] . The conditional particle filter can estimate the people motion conditioned on the robot position with a previously mapped environment [2] . To achieve the better prediction precision of the object motion, most tracking algorithms employ the interacting multiple model (IMM) as the motion model of the Kalman filter or particle filter [10] . Without the corrections based on the sensor data, they predict the inflated Gaussian distribution or dispersed particles of the object states. Such algorithms are effective only if the object is observable (Figure 1(a) ) [2, 4] , and they fail in the unobservable case as shown in Figure 1(b) . In this paper, the tracking problem where a robot can still observe the environment except hidden objects is called partially observable moving object tracking (POMOT).
In [11] , a map-based tracking algorithm using the RaoBlackwellised particle filter (RBPF) concurrently estimates the robot position and ball motion. It models the physical interaction between the wall and the ball even if the ball is unobservable (Figure 1(b) ). The authors also propose a tracking algorithm conditioned on Monte Carlo localization and this algorithm can track passive objects successfully. This algorithm considers two kinds of samples where one is for object position and the other is for object velocity [12] . For visual tracking, a Bayesian network-based scene model reasoning the object state can be utilized when the target is occluded [13, 14] . The information of the local color, texture, and spatial features relative to the centers of objects assists the online sampling and position estimation [15] . The occlusion problem can be also solved with the aid of depth maps [16] . However, such image processing techniques cannot be applied to the laser range finder data since there is neither 2D foreground information or the partially unoccluded object information available. Currently, most laser-based tracking algorithms will fail if the object is unobservable.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel laser based self-localization and partially observable moving object tracking (POMOT) algorithm. Since the object motion is significantly influenced by the environments and object goal, we adopt a stream field-based motion model proposed in [17] and combine it with the Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF) to predict the object goal and then compute the object position with known environmental information. Since POMOT is a nonlinear and multihypotheses problem, we adopt the RBPF as our estimator. With the stream field, we can model the interactions among the goal position, environmental features, and object position. In the traditional tracking algorithms, objects are considered to move actively with the velocity and acceleration generated by themselves. But from the viewpoint of the stream field, object motion is deemed to be passive due to the attraction and rejection forces between the object goal and environment. The proposed algorithm can still keep predicting the object position based on the known stream field even if the object is unobservable. Moreover, a robot can localize itself and track moving objects according to the virtual stream field.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the adopted motion model using the stream field for object tracking. In Section 3, our proposed tracking algorithm which combines the stream field and RBPF is presented. Also, we propose our self-localization and object tracking algorithm. Experimental results are given in Section 4, and finally Section 5 concludes this paper.
The Stream Field-Based Motion Model for POMOT
The potential field and stream field are widely used in motion planning and obstacle avoidance of mobile robots due to their high efficiency [18] [19] [20] [21] . These fields are based on the physical axiom of the virtual field but not the analysis of the configuration space. Although it has been studied quite extensively in the research field of motion planning, it has never been incorporated into object tracking in the previous work. In this paper, we adopt the stream field-based motion EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing 3 model for the proposed tracking algorithm. The advantages are stated as follows. First, the stream field constructs an active field where the object is moved inactively due to the attraction and rejection forces in the stream field. Based on this, we can predict the object position according to the known stream field even if the object is unobservable. Secondly, the stream field-based motion model can be easily integrated with any object tracking algorithm. Therefore, a robot can estimate the object position and follow the object based on the same stream field without another path planning algorithm. In Section 2.1, we will introduce how to carry out motion planning using the stream field.
Motion Planning Using Stream Field.
The complex potential is often adopted to solve the problems of fluid mechanics and electromagnetism [22] . It is one of the representations of the stream functions. For an irrational and incompressible flow, there exists a complex potential which consists of the potential function φ(x, y) and stream function ψ(x, y), where (x, y) is the 2D coordinate. The complex potential is defined by
Then, the velocities v x along the x-axis and v y along the yaxis can be derived by the stream function
Simple flows include uniform flow, source, sink, and free vortex. The complex potential can be formed by these simple flows with various combinations. In this paper, we use a sink and a doublet flows which combines a sink and a source flow. The stream functions of the sink flow, source flow, and the doublet flow are
where C is a constant in proportion to the flow velocity.
There are four major methods to define various complex potentials for real environments: simple flow, use of specific theorems, conformal mapping, and a panel method [23] . We adopt specific theorems to construct the stream function for motion planning. As shown in Figure 2 , we assume the robot will move toward the goal from the starting point. The obstacle is located between the goal and the starting point. Thus, we can model the environment as a stream field where the goal is a sink flow and the obstacle is a doublet flow. According to the circle theorem, we get the stream field which consists of a sink flow ψ sin k (x, y) and a doublet flow ψ doublet (x, y) by [20] , and
where (x s , y s ) is the center of sink, (x d , y d ) is the center of doublet, a is the radius of doublet, and C is the constant proportion to the flow velocity. More details of the stream field derived by the circle theorem can be found in [20] . Finally, the stream functions can be computed when the robot position, object goal, and obstacle position are known. The desired robot velocities is computed by (2) , and the heading θ d is
With these, robots are capable of realizing real-time motion planning. In Section 2.2, we will describe the stream fieldbased motion model in the proposed tracking algorithm.
The Motion Model Using Stream
Field. In probabilitybased tracking algorithms, the motion model for the prediction stage is a key technique for maneuvering objects.
Interactive multiple-model (IMM), constant velocity and acceleration model are often adopted in the motion models [24] . However, in the unobservable case, the motion model of the prior transition probability of the Kalman filter or particle filter predicts the inflated Gaussian distribution or dispersed particles of object states without the corrections of sensor information. One possible solution is the off-line learning-based tracking algorithm where the destination is learned, the candidates for the goal can be found through learning the trajectories. Then the tracking accuracy is improved by referencing the possible object paths generated based on the destination information [25] . In [26] , another learning based people tracking algorithm is realized with the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) where the expectation maximization (EM) is applied to laser range finder (LRF) data for learning. In this paper, we adopt a stream field-based motion model proposed in [17] . With this, we can on-line predict the motion path according to the known map features and the virtual goal. The advantage of our stream field-based motion model is that it can track the unobservable object position successfully. In object tracking, the object position at time t is
where v t−1 is the object motion at time t − 1.
As shown in Figure 3 (b), the robot cannot track the moving object efficiently when the object is unobservable. Thus, we assume that objects will avoid the known obstacle and move toward the virtual goal as in the stream field ( Figure 3(a) ). By (4), the stream field is generated based on the object goal, object state, and environment. A virtual sink and a doublet resulted from a known environment construct a stream field, and the object motion is predicted by
where (x o,t−1 , y o,t−1 ) is the object position at time t − 1. Our stream field-based tracking algorithm estimates the object position after estimating the virtual goal position and flow intensity. Then the object motion is predicted based on the virtual goal and known obstacle information where the object velocity and acceleration are not estimated directly. How to estimate the virtual goal position of a partially observable moving object is a multihypotheses problem. For this, we adopt the particle filter to estimateNpossible goal positions. In the next section, we will present our object tracking algorithm using the stream field-based motion model in the Rao-Blackwellised particle filter. 
The Proposed Localization and
Partially Observable Moving Object Trakcing Algorithm
POMOT Using the Stream Field-Based Motion Model
and RBPF. To achieve accurate motion prediction, we incorporate the stream field-based motion model with our tracking algorithm. The proposed graphical model is shown in Figure 4 (b), and it is quite different from the traditional tracking algorithms (Figure 4(a) ). In Figure 4 (a), the prediction stage of tracking will diverge if there is no effective measurement of object information. However, our RBPF based algorithm using the stream field-based motion model will achieve effective prediction by a virtual sink flow and doublets generated from obstacles even without effective measurements (Figure 4(b) ). In the POMOT case, the RBPF based object tracking will perform well due to its multihypotheses if the object is sheltered from its environment. The particle filter is widely adopted as the kernel of objects tracking. It can predict and correct states with arbitrary nonlinear probability distribution and n-hypotheses. However, the major disadvantages are its assumptions. First, it is hard to predict the accurate probability distribution of object motion by the n-hypotheses. Secondly, the computational complexity of the particle set grows exponentially with the number of tracked variables.
The particle filter is stated as follows. We assume that O k is the object state at time k, and z k is the measurement at time k. The particle filter estimates the state of moving objects through predictions and corrections. The prediction stage is to sample the state probability distribution by a set of particles Object detection
Object detection
Object location
Doublet
Sink POMOT The correction stage computes the weighting w i k of the ith particle at time k by
When the moving object is sheltered by the environments or moving obstacles, the measurement z t is invalid for the correction stage. In the POMOT case, an accurate proposal distribution is helpful to keep predicting without corrections.
Our stream field-based motion model aims at predicting the object position and object goal. Nevertheless, the computational load of the particle filter to sample and compute weightings of stream sample set S k is pretty heavy where
where O i k is the object state of the ith particle at time k including the mean (O x,k , O y,k ) and covariance Σ O,k . The object goal G i k includes the direction G φ,k and intensity U k . D is the doublet position generated by the previously mapped features.
The major problems of the implementation of the stream field-based tracking algorithm are stated as follows. First, it is a multihypotheses and nonlinear problem. Secondly, it needs a precise probability distribution model to predict the POMOT case. Third, the number of scalars of the state vector S k is large so that the computational complexity of the particle filter is high. The first problem used to be solved by the particle filter while the third one used to be solved by the Kalman filter. However, it is improper to adopt either Kalman filter or particle filter for the second problem. Thus, we combine the stream field-based motion model with the RaoBlackwellised particle filter in the tracking algorithm. The RBPF is capable of solving the n-hypotheses problem and it approximates the probability distribution function more precisely [27] [28] [29] . In our RBPF based tracking algorithm, the particle filter estimates the goal states G In a known feature map, doublets are fixed. The stream field-based tracking distribution is decomposed from the factorization of the probability as follows:
Here, (12) is derived based on the independencies in the graphical model in Figure 4 (b), and (13) (Figure 5(a) ). We factorize the stream field-based tracking distribution into the goal set distribution, object set distribution, and stream set distribution at time k − 1. Based on the stream set distribution at time k − 1, we assume that the distance between the object and the goal is fixed at 200 cm so that we only randomly sample the sink flow direction G φ,k and sink flow intensity U k for efficiency. After sampling N kinds of goal positions ( Figure 5(b) ), the object set distribution can be derived based on Bayes theorem as follows:
where
In Figure 5 (4) and (14) , and it is updated by the Kalman filter ( Figure 5(d) ). Then we compute the weightings in Figure 5 (e) according to the Gaussian distribution. Finally, the stream sample set is resampled according the weightings (Figure 5(f) ). This algorithm can predict the particle state O k accurately when the object is unobservable. The tracking and localization algorithm will be presented in the next section.
Localization and POMOT Algorithm.
Effective prediction of the sheltered object motion relies on robust localization and tracking. In fact, it is difficult to predict the object motion if the object has been sheltered for a long time. To achieve effective prediction, a robot has to move toward the sheltered zone and get more information related to the target object ( Figure 6 ). In [30] , the integrated method predicts the object state by the particle filter, and the robots move toward the object based on the potential field. In this section, we further incorporate the POMOT proposed in Section 3.1 with the localization algorithm for the robust localization and tracking. Our proposed graphical model is shown in Figure 4 (c). It localizes the robot and tracks the moving object through the virtual sink flow and doublet flow generated from the mapped features even if the object is unobservable.
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The localization and stream sample set is
The localization and stream-based tracking distribution is decomposed from the factorization of the probability distribution as follows:
.
(16)
Our localization and RBPF-based tracking algorithm is factorized into the goal set distribution, object set distribution, robot distribution, and the last state set distribution at time k − 1 in (16) . Object tracking is similar to (12) but it is conditioned on the robot position where the uncertainty of the robot localization is taken into account,
Robot localization is independent of the object state and object goal so that we can simplify it to be an EKF localization problem as follows:
More details of EKF localization derived based on the Bayes filter can be found in [31] . Our localization and RBPF-based tracking algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 and it is stated as follows. The inputs are the stream sample set S k−1 at time k − 1, measurement z k , and control information u k (line 1). The stream sample set S k−1 includes the sample set of object goal G k−1 and the sample set of object position O k−1 . The algorithm predicts the robot position using the motion model of EKF localization (lines 3 and 4). All laser measurements are represented as line features using the least square algorithm. If the feature is associated with the known landmarks (line 7), the robot position will be corrected using EKF (rbpflines 8-10). Otherwise, the feature is tracked by RBPF (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The covariance of motion noise at time k is R k , the covariance of sensor noise at time k is Q k , the predicted and corrected means of robot state at time k are μ k and μ k , respectively, and the predicted and corrected covariances of the robot state at time k are Σ k and Σ k , respectively. Goal states G (4) (line 16). If the ith particle is associated with the moving object, the RBPF will update the moving object position O i k , and it is described as follows. First, the algorithm computes the weighting of the ith particle w 
Experimental Results
In the experiments, we adopt UBOT as the mobile robot platform and a 1.6 GHZ IBM X60 laptop with 0.5 G RAM as the computing platform to verify our algorithm (Figure 7) . UBOT is developed by ITRI/MSRL in Taiwan, and it is equipped with one SICK laser. We use PhaseSpace to generate the precise ground truth of the trajectories of people and robot [32] . PhaseSpace is an optical motion capture system, and it estimates the LED markers' position, velocity, and acceleration with eight cameras. The measurement accuracy depends on the calibration where the calibration accuracy is 1.4510 mm. We use four LED markers where two for the robot and the others for the people legs for the position measurement, respectively.
The accuracy of people tracking will be improved if the laser is mounted higher. This is due to the fact that torso tracking is easier than leg tracking since the torso is more rigid than legs. However, the laser is usually mounted lower to measure the environmental landmarks in the localization applications and to sense the obstacles at the same time. Based on the issue of simultaneous verification of localization and object tracking algorithm, we mount the laser at the low height for self-localization and people tracking. Our system and PhaseSpace runs at 4 Hz and 120 Hz, respectively. The ground truth is the average of thirty data at continuous time instants from PhaseSpace. The average of position of two legs is deemed as the people's position. Our tests show that the probability that the system cannot recognize the LED marker is less than 1%. In such case, we generate the unrecognized data by interpolation.
In the following, we design three experiments to verify performance of the proposed algorithm. First, we compare the tracking performance of the Kalman filter, particle filter, and RBPF when the object is observable. Next, we compare the tracking performance of the Kalman filter, particle filter, and RBPF for the partially observable object. Also, the experiment of localization with EKF and odometer data is conducted. Finally, the performance of PF using the stream field-based motion model and RBPF using the stream fieldbased motion model are compared.
Moving Object
Tracking. This experiment demonstrates the tracking performance of KF, PF, and RBPF using the stream field-based motion model in fully observable case. In this experiment, the robot is static and it tracks the walking people (Figure 8 ). The person is walking along the black ellipse line once. Kalman filter (KF) adopts the constant velocity model, SIR particle filter (SIR PF) is with 1000 particles, and RBPF using stream field-based motion model (RBPF-SF) with 1000 particles. Table 1 and Figure 9 summarize the error data of five experiments. The total average tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 11.3 cm, 10.7 cm, and 10.2 cm, respectively. The total standard deviations of tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 6.1 cm, 5.7 cm, and 5.2 cm, respectively. The errors of standard deviation of KF and PF are larger than those of RBPF-SF since RBPF is the combination of the exact filter and sampling-based filter. Either RBPF or PF enables a multihypotheses tracker. On the other hand, both RBPF and KF can achieve exact estimation.
Localization and POMOT.
In this experiment, we demonstrate the five experiments of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF in the POMOT case ( Figure 10 ). The people walks along the black line, and the robot follows the people through the remote control. In this environment, the person is sheltered by Styrofoam boards frequently so that the tracking is POMOT. The accumulated error of odometer data is 8.1 cm and the estimated error of EKF localization algorithm is 5.7 cm ( Table 2 ). As we can see, the EKF localization algorithm can effectively eliminate the accumulated error ( Figure 11 and Table 2 ). The tracking trajectories are presented in Figure 12 . In the POMOT case, KF diverges faster than PF while RBPF-SF keeps predicting the object position according to the estimated goal. Comparisons of average tracking errors respectively. The standard deviation of tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 87.4 cm, 70.4 cm, and 23.5 cm, respectively. The total average error of experiments in this section larger than that of experiments in Section 4.1 is pretty reasonable. The reason is that the experiments conducted in this section include not only the fully observable case but also the unobservable case.
In the fully observable case, the average tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 16.1 cm, 25.1 cm, and 15.3 cm, respectively. The standard deviations of tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 11.6 cm, 39.9 cm, and 11.1 cm, respectively ( Table 3 ). The average errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF in the fully observable case of the experiment are larger than those of the experiment in Section 4.1. This is due to the fact that KF, PF, and RBPF-SF always keep correcting the divergent data at the previous time instant and thus the average error is increased. The PF average error is larger than KF in the fully observable case as shown in Figure 13 (a). The reason is that KF is an exact filter which corrects states rapidly while PF is a sampling based filter and it corrects states slowly by resampling step.
In the unobservable case ( Figure 13(a) ), the average tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 66.0 cm, 73.8 cm, and 24.8 cm, respectively. The standard deviation of tracking errors of KF, PF, and RBPF-SF are 101.5 cm, 84.6 cm, and 25.1 cm, respectively. The reason why the standard deviation of errors of KF is larger than that of PF is that KF diverges abruptly than PF (Figure 13(a) ). Obviously, our proposed RBPF-SF algorithm is better than KF with the constant velocity model and SIR PF when the object is observable (Figure 13(b) )). Furthermore, our proposed RBPF-SF based tracking algorithm can keep tracking the object successfully even if the object is unobservable while the KF with the constant velocity model and SIR PF cannot. The estimated object position and goal position by our proposed algorithm are shown in Figure 14 . The distance between the object and goal is 200 cm. Obviously, the object position can be successfully predicted based on the predicted goal position since the trends of object moving direction and predicted goal are similar. In this section, we demonstrate the experiments of PF using the stream field-based motion model (PF-SF) and RBPF using the stream field-based motion model (RBPF-SF) in the POMOT case ( Figure 15 ). The setup of experimental environment is the same as that in Section 4.2.
Regarding the total error, the average tracking errors of PF and RBPF are 31.4 cm and 28.3 cm, respectively ( Table 4) . The standard deviations of tracking errors of PF and RBPF are 26.1 cm and 22.6 cm, respectively. The total average error of PF-SF is smaller than that of PF (Section 4.2) due to the stream field-based motion model.
Both PF and RBPF Using the Stream Field-based Motion Model in POMOT.
In the fully observable case, the average In the unobservable case, the average tracking errors of PF-SF and RBPF-SF are 43.3 cm and 38.3 cm, respectively. The standard deviations of tracking errors of PF-SF, and RBPF-SF are 28.4 cm and 22.9 cm, respectively. Obviously, our RBPF-SF is better than PF-SF in both full observable and partially observable cases. The reason is that RBPF is an exact filter at the correction stage while PF corrects states slowly by resampling step. For example, if the particle number is five, the estimated state of PF will be the average of five green squares in Figure 5(d) . However, the estimated state of RBPF is the average of blue squares (i.e., corrections of green squares) in Figure 5 (e). The difference of correction stage between PF and RBPF is that the exact filter will modify the mean and variance but the sampling based filter only averages states based on particles' weightings.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a localization algorithm and stream field-based tracking algorithm which allows a mobile robot to localize itself and track an object even if it is sheltered by the environment. Instead of estimating the object position, velocity, and accelerator, our stream fieldbased tracking concurrently estimates the object position and its goal position using RBPF. It can keep predicting the object position by object goal position information. This algorithm models a real environment as a virtual stream field combined by sink flow and doublet flow. Our experimental results show that our tracking performance is better than the Kalman filter with constant velocity model and SIR particle filter when the robot follows the object. Moreover, the proposed algorithm will keep predicting robot motion successfully if the object is unobservable.
